CLINICAL TRIAGE OF RADIATION CASUALTIES-THE HEMATOLOGICAL MODULE OF THE BUNDESWEHR INSTITUTE OF RADIOBIOLOGY.
Novel treatment regimens for therapy of the acute radiation syndrome (ARS) were developed over the last years. Their application relies on an early and high-throughput diagnosis. Based on the database SEARCH a new scientific triage tool (called H-module) was developed for early prediction of the later developing ARS. Based on peripheral blood cell counts measured within the first three days after a radiation exposure a prediction of the H-ARS severity (as well as therapeutic recommendations) can be performed with this tool. The H-module was tested within two table top exercises. Contributors were either radiation experts or radiobiology students and the required patient data were generated from real case histories. The H-module proved to be an easy to train and easy to use precise and promising new tool to assist and guide the treating physician in a large-scale radiation scenario. An introduction into this new tool and other diagnostic tools will be provided in the context of a NATO-teaching class in October/November 2019 in Paris.